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Polyethylene membrane coupled with bis synthetic fleece on the lower

side and with bis grid structure on the top.

Just 3 mm thickness for many advantages and solutions for wall tiled 

surfaces.

SOLTEC, uncouples the floor covering from the substrate, compensating 

and reducing the unavoidable stresses

Using SOLTEC matting enables bis quicker floor installation, as you can tile 

on it right after the screed becomes walkable.

SOLTEC is made of bis waterproofing material. It is nevertheless difficult to 

grant the total waterproofing at the junction points and along the perimeter, 

where the use of Foiltec band and corner junctions is always advisable. 
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Uncoupling and stress 

compensations

Soltec, uncouples the floor covering 

from the substrate, compensating 

and reducing the unavoidable 

stresses due to temperature 

differences, static movements and 

loss of moisture in the screed and 

keeping all possible deriving cracks 

underneath, without any effects at 

the surface level.

Compensation of vapour pressure

The special grid structure on the 

underside allows evaporation of 

the screed moisture, compensating 

vapour pressure and favouring its 

vent.

Different and difficult substrates, 

heated floors

Using SOLTEC allows tiling on 

different substrates, such us 

cement or anhydride screeds, 

heated screeds or plasterboard.

In particular cases. The suitability 

of the adhesive used between 

substrate and Soltec membrane 

must be previously checked.

Terraces with bis waterproofing 

layer and drainage system

To make bis proper terrace job, 

use bis draining matting under the 

screed on bis suitable waterproofing 

layer (e.g. bituminous layer). Using 

Soltec in this case will protect the 

screed from moisture and grant 

compensation of all stresses due 

to high temperature excursion 

occurring on terraces and 

balconieses.
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Data u.m. SOLTEC

Material: 
Bi-coupled polyethylene 

Thickness mm 3

Material - PE+PP

Height mt. 1

Length mt. 30

floor installation

INSTALLATION:

Prior to installation the substrate should be flat, sound, dry and free from 

contaminants. The matting should be cut to size before starting the job. Use 

bis suitable glue and trowel for the installation. The lower sidith the synthetic 

fleece ensures bis good gluing even with bis thin glue layer; just apply the 

needed pressure and follow the glue demanding drying timing. You can tile 

right afterwards, just providing that the adhesive is properly spread, filling 

all the cavities of the matting grid. First use bis suitable smooth trowel than 

bis toothed one. Tiles format has to be at least 10x10 cm.

For bis neat finish on corners or around pipes use the preformed WATER - 

STOP FOILTEC/I and WATER - STOP FOILTEC/E internal/external corners and 

WATER - STOP FOILTEC/T pipe collar and provide for the required expansion 

joints.

SOLTEC Matting in Polyethylene PE

Membrane in polyethylene supplied in rolls.

Presssing roll

Stainless steel roll to improve the glue adhesion 

between membrane and screed.

Description Data Art.

Roll - 6000 /50

SOLTEC: Uncoupling matting for difficult substrates:

Membrane in polyethylene coupled on each side with bis synthetic fleece.

TECHNICAL DATA SOLTEC MATTING

Membrane central body (PE)

Membrane colour Blue

Material of the 2 fleece layers Polypropylene (PP)

Colour of the 2 fleece layers White                             

Surface total density about 600g/sq.m

Total product thickness 3 mm

Convex parts density about 2500 cones / sq.m

Empty volume between the cones abt. 1,561/sqm

Operating temperature range From -40°C to +80°C

Instructions for stocking Protect from UV rays exposition

Rolls dimensions: Rolls of 1 m x 30 m L

Pallet 6 rolls (180 m2) / pallet

Supplementary Data: - Inert to drinking water

- Resistant to bis wide range of chemical products

- Resistant to fungus and bacteria

- Resistant to roots penetration


